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I think the Victorian Government have been criminally negligent in their management of the alleged
pandemic for the following reasons:1. They put HCQ (Hydrachloroquine ) on the list of poisons which stopped doctors proscribing this life
saving drug, based on a false study ignoring all those medical professionals eloquently defending its efficacy
in fighting the effects of the alleged covid19 virus. By doing this they condemned many Australians who
could have been cured.
2. They did not follow section 119 of the State Public Health & Well-being Act 2008 or section 60 of the
Federal Biosecurity Act 2015. These sections require proper health assessments by qualified experts before
issuing health or biosecurity orders in writing which should have listed review options.
3. Police were not informed concerning their lawful obligations enunciated in the previous point and acted
with inordinate violence towards unarmed citizens defending their rights to be treated correctly according to
law.
4. The Government spread lies and half truths to create fear and panic in the community by creating inflated
pandemic statistics by including deaths as covid-19 when there were many other extraneous causes.
5. The Government failed to undergo a proper cost benefit analysis & comparisons with other similar viruses
such as the flu . They imposed rules that have caused many businesses to fold and many suicides. They did
not communicate their plan to the community or accept criticism or consult with Australian medical experts.
These are the major problems i see regarding how the government has and is managing the alleged pandemic.
To fix the problems the Government should accept that the mortality rate is low and does not constitute
reasons for declaring an emergency.
They should open up the community remove all their lockdown rules. Prosecute Government officials
responsible for the damages and simply aid organisations to handle those mostly affected by covid-19 the
elderly.
They need to take HCQ off the list of forbidden substances so doctors can proscribe this drug when
appropriate.
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